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ADI Electronics
ADI Electronics is an industry leader with over 14 years of success as a D-Subminiature manufacturer and
engineering development partner, holding significant expertise in the Aerospace and Defense Industry.

Amphenol Industrial
Manufacturing connectors since 1932, Amphenol Industrial takes pride as one of the undisputed leaders
in interconnect systems for harsh environment applications. Amphenol Industrial's product lines consist
of circular, rectangular, standard miniature, fiber optic, EMI/EMP filter, and a variety of special application
connectors.

Amphenol PCD
Amphenol Pcd is a world market leader in avionic relay sockets and junction modules and the leading US
manufacturer of pluggable terminal blocks and interface modules for industrial applications.

Amphenol RF
Amphenol is a world leader in the design, manufacturing, and supply of RF interconnect systems for the
automotive, broadband, instrumentation, internet, military/aerospace and wireless infrastructure markets.

Array Connector
Array Connector is a high-tech, vertically integrated manufacturer of mil-spec circular connectors. From
electronic and circular to industrial and custom connectors, Array's wide variety of manufactured products
make end-users' jobs easier and, ultimately, companies more efficient and profitable.

Caplugs
Caplugs is the leading manufacturer of plastic product protection. Caplugs' line of protective closures are
used in a wide range of industries, including aerospace and defense, to keep items protected during shipment
and storage.

Corsair
Corsair Electrical Connectors is a manufacturing company specializing in military connectors, commercial
aircraft connectors, and aerospace connectors. Product offerings include mil-spec circular connectors as well
as aircraft external power receptacles.
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Deutsch ECD
Deutsch ECD designs and manufactures a variety of interconnection solutions for harsh environments and aims to
be the supplier of choice in its chosen markets, including aerospace and defense. Product offerings include mil-spec
circular connectors, junction modules, and contacts, among others.

RMS Connectors
RMS has been in the connector industry for over 20 years and has continuously improved its manufacturing processes
to offer the fastest delivery times - as quick as three weeks. Specifically, RMS manufacturers bayonet plug, bayonet
receptacle, threaded plug and threaded receptacle connectors.

Sabritec
For more than 30 years, Sabritec has specialized in the design and manufacturing of filter connectors, high speed
Quadrax and Twinax for Fibre Channel, Ethernet & IEEE 1394 Firewire, fiber optic, coax, triax, high power and high
density miniature circular connectors and contacts & cable assemblies.

Santron
San-tron specializes in the design and manufacturing of RF and microwave, coaxial-connector and cable assemblies.
In the process of improving performance and reducing costs, San-tron has successfully reinvented old standards from
the inside out, helping customers reach increasingly higher frequencies.

Sunbank
Sunbank is an industry leader in the design and manufacturing of connector accessories, cable accessories, and flexible
conduit systems for both military and commercial applications.

Winchester - Kings
Now a Winchester brand, Kings products continue to contribute to the advancement of broadcast connector technology.
Industry-preferred products include K-Grip® crimp style connectors, 75 Ohm BNC and RCA connectors, video jacks and
jackfields, and the one-of-a-kind Tri-Loc® triaxial camera connector series.
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